(NC) (PQ)
There is no cyclic path. Ifx o --* p is an arrow, with p projective, and x o --* x 1 --* ..---* x, = q is a sectional path, with q injective, then n > 1, and p = x 1.
Ifx ~ z is an arrow in a quiver without cyclic paths, any path x = Yo ~ Yl -* "'" ~ Y, = z of length n > 2 will be called a bypass for x --* z.
Ifx ~ z is an arrow in a translation quiver any sectional path x = Yo ~ Yl ~ "' 9 ~ Y, = z of length n > 2 will be called a sectional bypass for x --* z, provided we have in addition Yl ~= Y,, Yo # Y,-1.
Proposition 1. Assume the conditions (NC) and (PQ) are satisfied. Then any bypass of an arrow is sectional.
P r o o f. Let x --* z be an arrow, and x = Yo --* Yl ~ """ ~ Y, = z a bypass, and assume it is not sectional.
Consider first the case when z is projective. We have Yl #: z, since otherwise we would have a cyclic path. Take r maximal with 0 < r < n, such that the path Yo ~ Yl ~ "" " ~ Yr is sectional. The condition (PQ) asserts that none of the vertices y;, with 0 < i _< r can be injective, since Yl 4= z. Therefore, we can form the vertices ~-Yl, and we do this for 0 _< i < r --1. We obtain a path z ~ z-Yo --+ z-Yl -~ "" -~ z-Yr-1 ~---Yr+l of length r > 1, which we can compose with the given path from Yr+ 1 to y, = z in order to obtain a cyclic path, in contradiction to (NC).
Assume now that z is not projective. We have x =# y,_ 1, since otherwise we would have a cyclic path. Take s minimal with 0 < s < n, such that the path y~ ~ Y~+I ~ "'" ~ Y, is sectional, therefore rye+ 1 = Y~-1.
Consider the case where one of the vertices Yt with s + 1 < t < n is projective, and take t maximal with this property. We can form zy i for t + 1 _< i _< n, and we obtain a path "cy~+ 1 --* ...--.,zy,,--,x. If we compose this path with the given path x = Yo--' Yl --* "'" ~ Yt, then we have a bypass for the arrow "cyt+ 1 --, Yr. On the one hand, this bypass is not sectional, since it passes through Ys-1 --" Y~ ~ Ys+ 1, on the other hand, it ends in the projective vertex yr. But we have seen already that this is impossible.
It follows that none of the vertices y~, with s + 1 < i < n is projective, thus we can form "cy i, for these i, and we obtain a path "cyt+ 1 ~ "'" ~ zy,, ---, x of length n -t > i. We compose this with the given path from x = Yo to y,_ ~ = zy~+ t and obtain in this way a cyclic path, in contradiction to (NC). This completes the proof.
Recall that a function f: F o ~ N1 is said to be subadditive, provided f(zz) + f(z) > ~., f(y), for every non-projective z. The following conditions will be of interest:
Of course, under the also (Q>) and (Qe).
arrow, and p is projective, then f(y) < f(p). arrow, and p is projective, then f(y) < f(p). arrow, and q is injective, then f(q) > f(y). arrow, and q is injective, then f(q) > f(y). arrow, then f (x) 4: f (y).
condition (A), the conditions (P<) and (P~) coincide, and similarly
Lemma. Assume there exists a subadditive function f: F o -~ IN 1 which satisfies the conditions (P=<) and (Q>). Then the condition (PQ) holds.
P r o o f. Let Xo ~ p be an arrow, with p projective, and Xo ~ xl ~ "" --* x, = q a sectional path, with q injective. If n = 0, then we deal with an arrow q ~ p. However the condition (P=<) asserts f (q) < f (p), whereas the condition (Q >) yields f (q) > f (p). Thus, we must have n > 1. Assume we have p * x 1. We can assume that none of the vertices xl with 0 < i < n is injective. Denote Yo = P, and, yi = ~-x i_ 1, for 1 < i < n. Then, for 0 =< i < n, the set x + contains the vertices y~ and xi + 1, and they are always different, thus the subadditivity gives f (xl) + f (Yi+ 1) > f (Yi) + f (xi+ 1) for these i. We rewrite this as
, add up, and obtain f (Xo) + f (y,) >= f (Y0) + f (x,). But Yo is projective, thus f(xo) <f(Yo), and x, is injective, thus f(x,) > f(y,). So we obtain a contradiction.
Note that the condition (PQ) is selfduai: if it is satisfied in F, then also in the opposite of F. Thus (PQ) also follows from the conditions (P<) and (Qe). (the first map is the inclusion map of a radical summand, and the second map is surjective). Since we require Yl + Y,, this is not a sectional bypass to the first arrow. We say that a cyclic path Yo ~ Yl ~ "'" --' Y, = Yo is a sectional cycle if it is sectional and z y~ ~: y,_ 1-The last example shows that one has to be careful when speaking about sectional cycles. The last three arrows form a sectional path which is cyclic, but it is not a sectional cycle. So the result in [2] should be formulated that the Auslander-Reiten quiver of a representation-finite algebra does not contain a sectional cycle.
